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Motivation

Figure2. The pipeline of TransDLANet.

Document layout analysis (DLA): is a crucial step in digital systems that aims
to decompose page images into homogeneous regions, such as text, images, and
tables.
Difficulties in the task of document layout analysis include:
 Document diversity (including document variety in terms of format, type,

layout, and language).
 Document image quality diversity.
 Mutual influence between elements in documents.
 Ambiguity in document elements.

Background

Experimental Results

Dataset Description Methodology

Contributions

M6 designation represents six properties:
 Multi-Format: scanned, photographed, and PDF documents;
 Multi-Type: scientific articles, textbooks, books, test papers, magazines,

newspapers, and notes;
 Multi-Layout: rectangular, Manhattan, non-Manhattan, and multi-column

Manhattan;
 Multi-Language: Chinese and English;
 Multi-Annotation Category: 74 types of annotation labels with 237,116

annotation instances in 9,080 manually annotated pages;
 Modern documents.

In this paper, we presents a modern dataset and method for document layout
analysis.
1. We have constructed and public the M6Doc dataset, which is a modern

document dataset that supports multiple formats, types, layouts, languages,
and annotation categories.

2. M6Doc is the first layout analysis dataset that contains both real-world
(photographed and scanned) and born-digital document images. Additionally,
it is the first dataset that includes Chinese documents.

3. M6Doc contains the most fine-grained logical layout analysis categories. It
can serve as a benchmark for several related tasks, such as logical layout
analysis, formula recognition, and table analysis.

4. We propose the TransDLANet, a Transformer-based method for DLA.

TransDLANet contains four main components:
1. CNN-based backbone: extract document

image features.
2. Transformer encoder: performs self-

attentive feature learning on query embedding
vectors and uses an adaptive element
matching mechanism to further enhance the
association between document instances
encoded by the query vectors.

3. Dynamic decode: fuses the query vector with
the features of the bounding box image region
obtained by the query vector using RoIAlign.

4. Shared parameter MLP branches: decodes
the classification confidence, the bounding
boxes’ coordinate position, and the
segmentation mask of the document instance
region.

Performance comparisons on M6Doc

Ablation study for different components

TransDLANet results on different datasets
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Figure1. Example annotations of the M6Doc. 

Overview

Limitations of currently available modern document datasets:
 Small dataset scale. Most datasets only containing a few hundred images.
 Only PDF document format, which poses a significant challenge for

evaluating the effectiveness of DLA methods in real-world scenarios.
 Severe lack of diversity, which will affect the development of routine layout

analysis in multiple fields.
 Limited document languages. DLA methods may encounter domain shift

problems in different languages, which remain unexplored.
 Few annotation categories, which prevents more granular layout information

extraction.



Background

Document Layout Analysis (DLA) is a key step in the digitization system, which aims to decompose page images 

into homogeneous regions, such as text, images, tables, etc.

Difficulties in the task of document layout analysis include:

(1) Document diversity (including document variety in terms of format, type, layout, and language).

(2) Document image quality diversity (including distortion, varying illumination, and blur).

(3) Mutual influence between elements in documents.

(4) Ambiguity in document elements.



Motivation
There are certain limitations associated with existing datasets for layout analysis.
(1) Small size. Early DLA datasets were small-scale and contained only hundreds of images. 

(2) Limited document format. The formats of current public large-scale datasets are all PDF documents. It presents a huge challenge 

to evaluate the effectiveness of different methods in realistic scenarios.

(3) Limited document diversity. The lack of style diversity would prejudice the development of multi-domain general layout analysis.

(4) Limited document languages. DLA methods may encounter domain shift problems in different languages, which remain 

unexplored.

(5) Few annotation categories. The annotation categories of current datasets are not sufficiently fine-grained, preventing more 

granular layout information extraction.



M6Doc Dataset
The M6 designation represents six properties:

(1) Multi-Format (including scanned, photographed, and

PDF documents);

(2) Multi-Type (such as scientific articles, textbooks, books,

test papers, magazines, newspapers, and notes);

(3) Multi-Layout (rectangular, Manhattan, non-Manhattan,

and multi-column Manhattan);

(4) Multi Language (Chinese and English);

(5) Multi-Annotation Category (74 types of annotation

labels with 237,116 annotation instances in 9,080 manually

annotated pages);

(6) Modern documents.

M6DOC is the first DLA dataset to consider real-world

documents and include the most detailed manual annotations,

consisting of 9,080 document images and 237,116 annotated

instances.

Data sources include but are 

not limited to:
1https://arxiv.org/ 
2http://paper.people.com.cn/ 
3https://vk.com/ 
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Label Definition

74 detailed document annotation labels.

The key factors in selecting these annotation labels include:

(1) the commonality of annotation labels between different

document types,

(2) the specificity of labels between different document types,

(3) the frequency of labels,

(4) the recognition of independent pages.

We first unified the labels between different documents to the

maximum extent and then defined the labels for certain document

types for differentials. Commonality and specificity ensure that

the defined labels can adapt to multiple document types, which

implies that a more detailed logical layout analysis for a certain

type of document can be performed. It differs from how labels are

defined in DocBank, PubLayNet, and DocLayNet, which all

ignore defining specific labels for different document types.



TransDLANet Model

(1) Backbone: extracts features. 

(2) Transformer encoder: used as a position-encoding free feature fusion method for learning the relationship between query vectors. 

Meanwhile, with an adaptive element matching mechanism, the query embedding is better matched with real annotations. 

(3) Dynamic interactive: decoding module fuses and interacts the query vectors with the bounding box image region features. 

(4) Shared parameter MLP: performs both detection and segmentation to achieve more accurate document instance segmentation.



Experimental results and analysis
Datasets: M6Doc, DocBank [1], PubLayNet [2], and DocLayNet [3].

[1] Minghao Li, Yiheng Xu, Lei Cui, Shaohan Huang, Furu Wei, Zhoujun Li, and Ming Zhou. DocBank: A Benchmark Dataset for Document Layout Analysis. In ICCL, pages 949– 960, 2020. 
[2] Xu Zhong, Jianbin Tang, and Antonio Jimeno Yepes. Publaynet: Largest dataset ever for document layout analysis. In ICDAR, pages 1015–1022, 2019. 
[3] Birgit Pfitzmann, Christoph Auer, Michele Dolfi, Ahmed S Nassar, and Peter W J Staar. DocLayNet: A Large Human Annotated Dataset for Document-Layout Analysis. In ACM SIGKDD, 
page 3743–3751, 2022. 
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Experimental results and analysis
Ablation study for TransDLANet

Impact of Document Size

Impact of Class Labels 

Comparisons with object detection and 
instance segmentation methods

TransDLANet results on different datasets



Conclusion

We presents a modern dataset and method for document layout analysis.

1.We have constructed and publicized the M6Doc dataset, which is a modern document dataset that

supports multiple formats, types, layouts, languages, and annotation categories.

2.M6Doc is the first layout analysis dataset that contains both real-world (photographed and scanned)

and born-digital document images. Additionally, it is the first dataset that includes Chinese

documents.

3.M6Doc contains the most fine-grained logical layout analysis categories. It can serve as a

benchmark for several related tasks, such as logical layout analysis, formula recognition, and table

analysis.

4.We propose the TransDLANet, a Transformer-based method for DLA.
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